Analysis of low levels of oxygen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide in polyolefin feed streams using a pulsed discharge detector and two PLOT columns.
A gas chromatography (GC) method is developed for rapid analysis of polyolefin feed streams for the catalyst poisons CO, CO(2), and O(2). The method uses an HP MoleSieve column in parallel with a CP-PoraPLOT Q column and a pulsed discharge detector (PDD). Detection limits for each of the potential poisons are between 50 and 250 ppb. For a 10-ppm standard, the precision of the method was +/- 4.2% for oxygen, +/- 7.8% for carbon dioxide, and +/- 2.0% for carbon monoxide. In addition to the polyolefin feed stream, nitrogen and hydrogen feed streams are also analyzed. In each case, sampling is observed to be a critical issue, with air contamination of the sample cylinder often the limiting step in determining the true level of oxygen. It is also noted that large amounts of argon are present in the standards when nitrogen is used as a balance gas. Because the trace oxygen peak partly coelutes with the larger argon peak, it is suggested that helium be used as the balance gas for all standards. This general experimental arrangement should be effective when applied to feed streams for other polymers as well.